More Information
Concept: To provide prizemoney to flyers (and/or ring owners) participating in the Ring Race whilst
flying in SAHPA races.
How to Enter in the event: Designated rings are to be purchased at a cost of $25 for 2 off
(purchased as pairs.)
Prizemoney: Subject to the number of rings sold the prize pool to be split equally between the races
chosen for the competition (4 races on the NW line, 4 races on the NE line and excluding 5 bird limit
races and Marla). It is anticipated prizes will be paid 14 days after the end of the race season by EFT.
The aim is to provide a prize in each race, for every 50 birds entered in the competition to a maximum
of 12 prizes.
A prize or prizes will be awarded to the highest average race velocity in best of three races on the
same line.
What do I have to do to compete?: The birds are to be entered in any of the races identified for the
competition in the normal manner for a SAHPA race. The birds will also be able to compete in SAHPA
race result.
There is no need to identify the birds entering the event as all are eligible. The birds performance in
the SAHPA overall event will transfer to the “Ring Race” result. i.e. the velocity of the flyers or
purchaser’s bird will dictate its position in the event. It is the owner’s/purchaser’s responsibility to
ensure any eligible bird’s time is recognised and calculated in the SAHPA result system. The birds
velocity MUST appear in the SAHPA Open result to be eligible. Gavin has set up a RR pool result so
you can view the running result.
What if no birds are clocked in race time? (The race will close when the SAHPA event closes).
The prizemoney will be transferred to the prize allocated to the last race on that line and if still not
taken will be added to the average velocity prize.
How do I purchase rings From Tom Tirrell. Pay to account 065 102 1044 5657.If you want rings
posted plus add $15. Please clearly reference your payment with "ring race" and your mobile number.
Is there a limit to the number of rings I can buy? Yes. 20 birds per owner or flyer. However you
can have syndicates set up to fly from your loft.
Can anybody buy rings for the competition? Yes, however the birds must be coupled to a
registered SAHPA member and record a velocity in one of the selected SAHPA races in the
nominated flyers name.
Where will the races be from: The aim is to have the first 8 SAHPA Races (4 on each line excluding
5 Bird limit races and Marla) as the races for the “Ring Race”.
Shortened race programme or no payout on a race. Unpaid money will be added to the average
velocity prize (on the same line) should this occur.
What if the race programme is cancelled? Money will be held in trust and be added to the prize
pool for the next Season.

